FOR NEW MENTORS

**Mentorship preparation (0 credit) - MENT605**

This module will prepare you to become a mentor and to be confident and competent in assessing the practice of others. It will also enable you to be recorded as a mentor on your employer’s mentor register. It covers topics on theories of learning and teaching, facilitation of learning and assessment in clinical practice, support systems, and accountability. Delivery is at various venues across Devon, Cornwall and Somerset.

**FOR EXPERIENCED MENTORS**

**AP(E)L mentorship via distance learning route (20 credits) - MENT603/703**

Gain 20 credits, at degree or masters level, up to one year after completion of the mentorship preparation module (i.e. MENT605) or other mentorship qualification. You will study via distance learning using a designated website and personal tutor.

**FOR SIGN-OFF MENTORS**

**Confirming proficiency in professional practice (20 credits) – MENT604/704**

For sign-off mentors, who have evidence demonstrating their sign-off mentor activities, to gain 20 credits at degree or masters level. There are no taught dates for this module but you will have access to full tutorial support from our academic team.

**STUDENT FEEDBACK**

“I found the distance learning module really suited my situation, I could study as I wanted.”

“I was delighted to be able to complete a module that gave me recognition for my role as a sign-off mentor.”

**TO APPLY & ENQUIRIES**

Visit: www.plymouth.ac.uk/hss-mentorships

Email: pdu@plymouth.ac.uk | or Telephone: +44 (0) 1752 586951
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